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29th June 2020 
 
 
 
Dear Chancellor  
 
We write in advance of your anticipated announcement of measures to help Britain’s 
economy recover from the impacts of COVID-19 and to urge you to include a temporary 
suspension of Air Passenger Duty (APD) in these measures in order to allow our aviation 
sector to rebuild and play their full role in the economic and national recovery.  
  
As you know, aviation is one of the sectors worst affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, with 
IATA reporting that industry passenger numbers are set to fall by over half and estimates 
from Oxford Economics projecting that it will take until 2023 for the sector to fully recover. 
This demonstrates the devastating impact that this virus has had not only on our world class 
airlines and airports, but on our manufacturing sector, our local economies, our tourism 
industry and the considerable employment that the UK’s aviation sector provides.  
  
We are aware that you face considerable challenges in putting together a package of 
measures that will help our economy recover but would highlight that aviation is an 
economic enabler that remains the best way to connect the UK to existing and emerging 
markets across the world. For example, before the virus, 40% of the UK’s non-EU trade by 
value travelled by air, predominantly in the hold of passenger aircraft. Within Europe, only 
the Republic of Ireland ships more of its trade (by value) by air than the UK. The economics 
of these export channels are directly impacted by APD and the tax features heavily in an 
airline’s consideration as to whether to operate to a UK airport or not. 
  
Our sky-high levels of APD risk restricting the UK’s economic recovery and international 
competitiveness, damage trade and business and risk leaving Global Britain behind our 
European neighbours.  UK APD is twice the level of the equivalent tax in Germany. This has 
consequences: as independent research commissioned by the European airport trade 
association ACI EUROPE demonstrates, our direct connectivity fell again last year by 0.8% 
following on from a report in 2018 that showed that we were the only major European nation 
to see a decline in direct connectivity that year.  
   
If we maintain our current levels of APD, it will become a ‘tax on recovery’ as flying is the 
only viable route for investors and businesspeople to approach and service existing and 
potential new markets.  
  



Our long-term economic recovery depends on having a thriving aviation sector that can 
provide the global connectivity that makes ‘Global Britain’ a reality. Therefore, we are asking 
that you suspend APD until the conclusion of summer season of 2021 to provide much 
needed support for our aviation sector and the thousands of jobs that it supports.  We would 
also urge you to use this period to conduct a full review of APD to determine whether the 
policy supports the Government’s broader aims including a truly global Britain.  
  
We need urgent action now to safeguard jobs, the UK’s international competitiveness as an 
aviation hub and, crucially, to ensure that our economy recovers from the impacts of 
COVID-19 as soon as it is safe and possible to do so.  A temporary suspension of APD 
would support this and be a powerful symbol that Britain is open for business.  
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